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About This Game

Ever wanted to construct a killer robot but never had the funds to pay the legal bills? Well now you can build killer robots
without having to worry about legal issues!

Robot Assembly League mimics the technical challenge of designing a killer robot. In fact, it is so realistic you will learn how
to program robots using a real programming language!

You need to decide on over 150+ different components to use, then program your robot to make strategic use of these
components to defeat opponent robots in an arena.

Construction

You need to to carefully choose the components that you think your robot needs to succeed. If you overload your robot with
weapons then you need to be careful not to overheat during the match. You need to choose the right balance between the

number of weapons of the usage of these weapons.

Coding

Either write real code or use a code generator to do the coding for you at a click of a button! Your robot will only ever do what
you tell it to! The programming language is based on Assembly, the language used by hackers, virus writers, reverse engineers,

operating system designers and robot builders.
- Alternatively, simply use a code-generator to create the code needed for your robot to operate and not worry about a single line

of Assembly code at all!
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You compete against creations from players all over the world. The league is divided into divisions of 5 robots competing to
move up in the ranks. You can challenge an opponent for a 1v1 match or challenge the whole division to see up to 6 robots
battle it out in the arena. If you are brave, you can send your robot to battle against the top 5 in any of the 8 Ranking Categories!

Cinematic Arena

When your robot is ready then sit back, grab some snack and watch your creation wreak havoc in the Battle Arena! Once a
match has started, you no longer have control over your creation and it will do only what you programmed it to do.

Key Features

Extremely realistic - Learn while you play. As you progress you will learn how to write code just like a real programmer
does.

Simplified - A code wizard will help you write the correct code if you get stuck writing the perfect Artificial Intelligence
logic.

Non-mathematical - You do not need to know or do complex mathematics at all. Each robot brain includes a set of
complex functions that you can use to implement your strategy.

Assembly Language - Learn a real but simplified programming language used by technical programmers, such as robot
designers, hackers and reverse engineers. It is a great tool to learn how to read & write assembly code.

Updated Battle Arenas - New Arenas are automatically loaded from the server. Every week the Battle Arena will change
for all players.
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Title: Assembly League
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
INESSOFT, Leon Botha
Publisher:
INESSOFT, Leon Botha
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400s @ 2.5 GHz / AMD FX 6350 @ 3.9 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 / AMD Radeon R9 270 (2GB VRAM with Shader Model 5.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers
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